**SMART FEATURES, EASIER MOWING**
Keeping your lawn looking lush and healthy shouldn’t be hard work. Toro Recycler® mowers make it easy. You’ll spend less time emptying grass bags and have more peace of mind knowing your Toro mower is built to last.

**SPACE SAVING**
More room for toys – SmartStow engine technology allows for convenient upright storage, saving up to 70% floor space. (select models)

**USER FRIENDLY**
Built with user friendly features at a great value like a guaranteed to start engine that never need an oil change. (select models)

**EASY TO USE**
PowerReverse® now propels the mower backwards or forward, all at your preferred walking speed. (select models)

**PREMIUM PERFORMANCE**
Super Recycler deck features a uniquely designed cutting blade, a clipping accelerator, and kickers that circulate, suspend, and re-cut clippings into a fine mulch that can be easily and quickly broken down releasing nutrients back into the soil.

**SURPRISING COMFORT**
Shock-absorbing handle reduces jolts and vibrations felt by the operator’s hands when mowing over uneven terrain. (select models)

**UNMATCHED RELIABILITY**
The Toro engine was designed to deliver reliable power and is easy to use with our 5-year guaranteed to start engine warranty promise. (select models)

**EASY TO USE**
PoweReverse® now propels the mower backwards or forward, all at your preferred walking speed. (select models)

**MAXIMUM CONVENIENCE**
Stop the blade, but not the engine while you step away from the mower to remove debris from your yard without having to pull the recoil cord to restart the engine.

**HEAVY DUTY DEPENDABILITY**
Combines professional-grade features, power, performance and ease of use with our 3-year guaranteed to start engine warranty promise. (select models)

**THE MOWER YOUR NEIGHBORS WISH THEY HAD**
You really can mow your big yard in little time. The Toro TimeMaster’s 30” wide cutting deck delivers a quality cut in nearly half the time of smaller mowers. You’ll be the envy of the neighborhood — not only because you’ll have a beautiful lawn, but also because you’ll have the free time to enjoy it.

**THE MOWER YOUR NEIGHBORS WISH THEY HAD**
Generations have counted on Toro mowers for lasting performance and a yard they can always be proud of. Now it’s your turn to own a piece of that legacy. Today’s Super Recycler® mowers offer the same commercial-grade toughness we’ve always been known for, along with advanced features for the best cut in the neighborhood. It’s a choice you’ll be glad you made for a very long time.

**EXTRAORDINARY DURABILITY, AMAZING RESULTS**
Generations have counted on Toro mowers for lasting performance and a yard they can always be proud of. Now it’s your turn to own a piece of that legacy. Today’s Super Recycler® mowers offer the same commercial-grade toughness we’ve always been known for, along with advanced features for the best cut in the neighborhood. It’s a choice you’ll be glad you made for a very long time.

**SMART FEATURES, EASIER MOWING**
Keeping your lawn looking lush and healthy shouldn’t be hard work. Toro Recycler® mowers make it easy. You’ll spend less time emptying grass bags and have more peace of mind knowing your Toro mower is built to last.
### TECHNOLOGY AND FEATURES

**Engine:**
- **Power:** 163cc w/ReadyStart
- **Torque:** 7.25 ft-lb Gross Torque
- **Choke:** AutoChoke

**Drivetrain:**
- **Type:** Rear-Wheel Drive
- **Speeds:** 3

**Deck Material:**
- **Type:** Steel

**Height of Cut:**
- **Range:** 2.5 - 10 cm

**Height Adjustment:**
- **Type:** 1 Piece, SmartStow

**Handle:**
- **Type:** Quick Stow

**Bagging:**
- **Type:** PoweReverse®

**Wheels:**
- **Type:** Cast-Aluminum

**Use:**
- **Terrains:** Difficult Terrain, Professional results and a superior finish

### THE RECYCLER ADVANTAGE

- **Time Saving:** Spend less time emptying grass bags
- **Beneficial to Your Turf:** Nutrient-rich clippings are returned to the soil where they quickly feed the roots for a healthy, lush garden.
- **Environmentally Friendly:** No need for disposal, which eliminates transportation costs and landfill use

### USE 75% LESS FERTILIZER per year**

**Reduce Runoff** by improving water infiltration by 12%

**Yards are 15% Healthier**

**in Retalicker comparing recycling clippings to the ground vs. collection.